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This book is a valuable tool for enabling students to recall the many details regarding human

development and congenital diseases, and it is particularly valuable for those preparing for licensing

exams. Copiously illustrated, each chapter consists of a singe page of illustrations coupled with a

single page of focused, high-yield text. After each of the book's three parts, a series of practice

questions tests the reader's recollection and understanding.Reader-friendly two-page chapter

format (one page of text facing one page of figures) 200 stunning line drawings prepared exclusively

for this book Attractive 2-color presentation Quick, efficient review of high-yield information Practice

test with MCQs
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Here's the deal. Embryo is low yield on the boards, but this book is money! Its only like 100 pages, 2

pages per topic (1 has text, the other is entirely pictures!) Don't buy whatever your med school

recommends, BUY THIS INSTEAD! This teaches you from the ground up, without bogging you

down in crappy details that will never EVER come up. I wish I would have had it when I had my

anatomy/embryology class in med-school. Embryo is such a drag with bad teachers... this book is

your teacher... in fact, the best teacher! Drop some of this info on classmates... watch their jaws

drop... #TOP-GUNNIN!

Brauer is the embryo professor at Creighton school of medicine, and he's very gifted at making



embryo manageable. He dedicated exactly 2 pages per topic, then moves on to the next topic. The

illustrations are also very good learning tools. If you're worried about embryo, this will teach you

everything you need to know in a not-painful way.

I was very impressed with this book. I prefer a straightforward book that provides a clear explanation

in succinct sentences. Although the BRS embryology book is good, this book is more thorough and

in complete sentences. It is not in an outline format, and goes into greater detail. However all the

details provided are essential for Step 1 since it helps you to understand the material as well as

provide the most important information. Often times I can read this, right after the embryology

lecture I had, and it will dispel any questions I had in the lecture.Many of my friends want this book

from me, but it's a book I am completely relying on for Step 1 and I have no question that it will get

me through it! If you can get your hands on this book, I would absolutely hang onto it. The diagrams

are simple, straightforward, and perfect to understand the material. He also includes abnormalities

related to the diseases in the relevant chapters. The quizzes at the end of each section are useful

and do test your understanding of embryology. Great, succint book for Step 1. Much better than

BRS, hands down.

I am currently an M1 in my first semester. While struggling with the embryology lectures, and

frustrated with our embryo book, I decided to purchase this book. I am VERY impressed with this

book, and the way it presents the material. It is condensed, though complete. It also has great

illustrations, explanations, and useful clinical aspects of abnormalities. I didn't understand embryo

before using this book, but now I have aced the questions with no problems.
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